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Senior Survey Participation
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Spring Results
As of April 28, 2016



Looking back now, what was the primary factor that inspired 
you to choose SMSU for your undergraduate studies?
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Written responses to “other” reasons:



What were the two most important reasons you 
chose to stay at SMSU?
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Overall, are you satisfied with the preparation your 
major/program has provided to you as you begin your career?

87%

13%

Yes
No



4.  In your opinion, what are the strengths of 
your major? (text response,100 responses)



5.  How would you improve your 
major/program?



6.  Regarding your experience with academic planning and 
advising how would you rate the following (scale of 1 to 4)
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7.  You provided a star rating less than three stars; Could you 
provide some feedback that could aid SMSU in improving? 
(50 responses)

• Advising
• Course scheduling
• Degree planning



8.  Overall, how satisfied are you with your 
SMSU educational experience?
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9.  Would you recommend SMSU?

91%

9%

Yes
No



10.  Any specific Faculty/Staff. 

• Are there any faculty or staff members that made a significant 
contribution to your time at SMSU that you would like to mention?; 
This information will only be used to provide those faculty and staff 
with a thank you from the University for inspiring a student.

• What should we do?
• Send a note?  
• Email?  
• Care package of chocolate chip cookies?
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